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About This Game

Mixing arcade style high score gameplay with humorous irreverence, Dangerous Golf isn't about Par or Birdie. The aim of the
game is to cause maximum damage over 100 holes and four unusual locations.

Smash up the toilets, make a big mess in the Kitchen, destroy priceless antiques in the Palace. This is golf played indoors where
the more expensive the object the higher its game value. Humorous destruction and over the top trickshots are the way to score

big.

Destroy enough things off the Tee and you’ll earn a SmashBreaker. This turns your Ball into a Fireball that you can steer around
the level causing more destruction and chaos. The bigger the mess, the bigger the Score.

Long shots, Ricochets and yet more Destruction are the name of the game when Putting. Hitting your ball straight into the hole
is NOT what Dangerous Golf is about and whilst you can do that it won’t earn you the big medals or help you beat your Friends

to the top of the Leaderboards.

If you buy and play our game … thank you .. and we hope you have fun. We are supported 100% by our players, no corporate
or VC safety nets here.

So if you experience any problems at all please tell us – so we can have a go at fixing whatever problem it is you’re having. We
are a team that loves to listen to our players and we strive to do better every day. Details at

http://www.threefieldsentertainment.com/contact/.
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Four Ways to Play

World Tour

- 10 tours, 10 holes in each. As you progress you unlock new locations and extra Abilities that'll help you do even more Damage.

Coop World Tour

– Play the World Tour co-operatively with a friend or family member. This is the perfect couch Co-op experience. Both players
play sequentially into the same scene making it the perfect game for players of mixed ability. One or more controllers.

Party Golf (Offline)

– Local competitive pass-the-pad Party Golf mode for 4 players. Use one or more controllers, all sign in with your profiles or
play as guests, this is the perfect game to put on when your friends come round.

Party Golf (Online)

– Take on and play against the most dangerous golfers in the world. Up to 8 Players.

Four Unique Locations

USA

– Kitchen – Make a huge mess in the Kitchen. Splat food onto the walls and floor, break Microwave Ovens and Dishwashers.
Break open the Store Room, access the Back Alley and trash the Bathroom.

England

– Castle - Cause chaos in the Castle. Knock down the suits of Armour, spill paint onto works of art and smash priceless
antiques. Explore the Dungeon, Armoury, Queens Corridor and redecorate the Great Hall.

France

– Palace - Let them eat cake – but only after you’ve knocked it all to the floor. Break bottles, vases, tables, grand pianos and
grandfather clocks. Drop down to the Wine Cellar, make a noise in the Library or break into the Secret Vault.

Australia

– Disturb the peace and serenity of the Outback. Set fire to the pumps, break all the windows and run riot in the store. Tee Off
on the Forecourt, make work for somebody in the Workshop, spray paint in the Paint Shop, rock the Rooftop and light up the

Alleyway.
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Title: Dangerous Golf
Genre: Action, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Three Fields Entertainment
Publisher:
Team17 Digital Ltd
Release Date: 2 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5 3.2GHz / AMD FX 8350

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GTX 750ti / AMD Radeon R7 265

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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1979 Revolution  is a important game that teaches us about the Iranian Revolution. Must play for everyone. Make choices and
bear the consequences of your actions.

Great game that raises the consciousness of people. There's no good guy or bad guy in this game, it's all perspective.. Really
short, and the hand controllers glitched out a few times while I was playing. But it is a free demo, and I was intrigued enough to
want to see what the developer can come up with in a larger experience.. TwinCop is the best co-op game I've ever played. The
story is hilarious and the mini-games are ridiculously fun. It's the perfect couch co-op for anyone that wants to control one cop
between 2 players and fight pontoon boats.. It was a funny VN with some phases where you were hit back by your own thinking.
I honestly did not like Mamiko at all, though I love any type of character, even the psychotic ones. Since the story seemed
boring to me because of Mamiko I'm glad it was a short VN.. It still didnt fix my steering wheel issue. What kind of
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing update is that? Who the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 needs new schemes if I was promised a full
steering wheel support and I still dont have it. What a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing scam this game is a piece
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665no wonder its not selling anymore.. I actually enjoyed this game. An arcade WWI
and WWII plane shooter!! Works best with a controller!! Take on german planes and tanks!!! Graphics are good for its time.
Nice small details in the city and Online still ACTIVE!!. It's a tense and rather hard game, so if the devs can make a save option
and not have to make you restart the WHOLE game again, then it'd be better. Still, I recommend this over FNAF any day.

....But seriously, add a save option. PLEASE!. like farmville except with more rubbing of roosters' asses
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If you like challenges, then this is definitely the game for you. Take sometimes to get used to the controller but once you
mattered it, the game is really fun. It won\u2019t take you a lot of time to finish each stage and you can save your progress
easily. Highly recommend for busy players, who want to play a game during breaks. Definitely love those bosses in this game.. I
had to download a certain software that added another gaming app for Silverfall to run then the app stops working and so does
my game. So I go to redownload and the app is no longer needed and no i hav e a game that I can't play anymore nor
redownload. Yes, i have tried removing it from my library and my whole computer (even tried it on a diferent computer still
nothing).

As for the game it's very slow paced and the style is nto so much my taste but good for a very weak D&D type.. It's been a while
since I last played this game, so I don't remember much about it. What I do remember is that I enjoyed it and want to see the full
version of this. Keep up the good work!. Great stuff. Gravitation back in business.
Review writing with an element of nostalgia, so bear that in mind.
I played the original Gravitation on the Net Yaroze demo disc way back, and a couple of us played the dog fighting mode a lot.
The simplicity of the design made it easy to get into, but tricky to master.

So when I heard a reworked version was available on Steam and Mobile, I thought I'd give it a go for \u00a37; expecting to only
play it for a little while I've been going back to it quite a lot, and certainly will continue to do so. The main draw for me is
probably the leaderboard set up, more on that below.

There are two main single player modes:
Mission:
Needing to clear the screen of enemy ships and delivering crates to set areas. It's a tricky mode so even though there are only 18
missions here, it takes multiple attempts to master them.

Race:
This is the main draw for me, there are 27 maps which have numbered gates to race through. The addition of a global
leaderboard makes this mode more interesting as you can keep going on a map until you're moving up the leaderboard. Another
interesting feature is that all replays for top times can be watched for any of the top times. Really handy to get pointers on how
to improve your own times.

Then there's up to 4 player local co-op,. which I'm yet to try, but will give it a Steam Link bash soon to update the review.

The only slight issues I've had with the game so far are:
- That it doesn't tend to recognise my main controller as 'player 1', even though it is the first linked in my OS settings. Although
not too much of a hassle as unpluggging the second controller sorts it.
- There are very occassional frame drops, (on my PC at least), which can make the race mode difficult if they hit you at a bad
time.

+ I did have one more negative point above about controller support, but there has since been patched in support for this.
Thanks very much!

Great game, definitely deserves more of a following than it has... Perhaps a victim of not being seen much on release due to the
amount of FPS asset flip dross that gets released on Steam these days.. Very informative article inside. This is an example of
how to behave as a developer of F2P games.. TL;DR : Fun little story with a great steampunk-y art style. English translation is
pretty good, only occasional weirdness.

So this review is based off my first couple of hours of gameplay, if anything significant happens to change it, I'll edit the review
accordingly.

  Steel Life is a great example of a point and click game done right. It's not perfect or groundbreaking but it checks off all the
boxes of what a good point and click should be. The story is engaging and there are lots of unique characters to interact with.
Plenty of puzzles and minigames to test your thinking and reflexes; nothing too difficult outside of a couple minigames that
weren't explained clearly. The game has a handhold-y casual mode that points out interactibles and gives you as many hints as
you want. Great for someone who just wants to play through it for the story. There is also a hardcore mode for those who don't
want the help.
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  The art style is what really sold me though. It's like a steampunk-y version of the "Robots" movie. Everything is nicely detailed
and there's all kinds of animation happening. The background music and effects are also quite good and add to the whole
experience, which is saying something since I almost always tune out game music.

  I should mention that game was originally made in Russian. The English translation is pretty good, though. I give it an A-
because there have been a few wonky words now and then but over-all it reads smoothly.

  All in all, this is a nice addition to any adventure game fan's library. I think it's worth it even at full price considering the
quality of it but you can wait for a sale if you want.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=KPS6hzFFfV0. After enjoying The Inner World so much I have been looking forward to
this for a looong time. The Last Wind Monk is nothing short of awesome! It keeps a similar vibe and wit as its predecessor.
Tons of fun puzzles, dialogue that makes you laugh, badass music, and fluffy adorable Tumble Mice. What is not to love?
10\/10. The Berlin - Leipzig route by virtualTracks is an obviously lovingly crafted, long route, tons of detail, lots of mixed
traffic in the scenarios, gorgeous stations and scenery. Unfortunately the provided DB BR 101 locomotive is quite feature-free.
None of the features included with the tracks are operational, you cannot even use the in-cab throttle, AD keys, HUD or
controller only. No instrument lights, cab light or passenger view. No AFB makes the runs challenging, and there is already
plenty enough going on to keep you busy. The manual does point to the virtualRailroads website where you can purchase
detailed locomotives, but no scenarios are included.

The manual also points to a link to a zip file with "A" variants of all scenarios, but the link is broken, think you would have to
buy the locos for these, which is fine (if it worked).

I provisionally recommend this route, hoping there will be some advanced locomotives made available for it including good
career scenarios, or some enterprising folks here will develop Workshop scenarios that can take full advantage of the huge
potential of this route. Meanwhile, I will very much enjoy the content that is provided.... While I really enjoyed playing this
game, it is a quick one. I did not experience the problem with the corrupted save file. I liked the sound effects, the graphics
were fine. The only thing I am sitting here trying to figure out, is why I was searching for carousel pieces that I never
used.....buy it on sale.. Is this the next block buster game? Is this the new cool tank game we all have been waiting for?

No, probably not, but due to the fact that there's not much choice when it comes down to tank games, especially on Steam..It's
worth your while.

The graphics are okay, although a NOT animated track is pretty bad, the gameplay is easy and fun as long as you take this as a
quick tank shooting game between lunch and work.

It's nothing special, although you can see a certain amount of dedication that went into the creation of this game. Probably more
than in to the creation of this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 review after downing a bottle of Sake...

Anyway, get this game if you've got too much money on your hands, or if you just like to drive around in a tank.
But, don't expect the next Tank of Duty game.
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